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Abstract
In daily life groups are formed naturally, such
as watching a movie with friends, or going out for
dinner. In all these scenarios, using Recommendation
Systems can be helpful by suggesting pieces of
information (e.g. movies or restaurants) that satisfies
all rather than a single member in the group. To
do so, it is crucial to aggregate individual preferences
of the group members aiming at satisfying all.
Although there are consensus techniques to create
the group profile, the recommendations still may be
repetitive and overspecialized. This drawback sets
precedent for adopting diversification techniques to
group recommendations. In this paper, we propose
a group recommendation model using diversification
techniques that exploits different aggregation techniques
over group preferences matrix.
The experiments
evaluate accuracy and diversity goals for the group
recommendations. Results from the experiments point
out that our approach achieved 1.8% of diversity
increase and 3.8% of precision improvement over
compared methods.

1.

Introduction

Recommender Systems (RS) can be defined as an
automated tool for the process of seeking what is
relevant for the user [1]. Most of RS are designed to
satisfy individuals instead of a group of users. However,
there are scenarios where the recommendations should
be made for a group. A Group Recommender System
(GRS) has to consider preferences of each group
member in the recommended items, and therefore, help
the members choose what items are best for them.
Group Recommender Systems (GRS) have the role
of finding what is relevant to the group rather than the
individuals. Considering that we live in communities,
engaging in group activities is a natural behavior.
However, a simple task such as choosing a playlist
for a road trip may be challenging. In a group
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scenario, all individual preferences must be considered
when recommendations are processed. At least, the
recommendation problem is multiplied by the size of
the group. The preference of each member must be
considered when building the group profile without
prioritization. Hence, consensus techniques must be
employed in the way of finding which items are relevant
not only for a single member but for the entire group
as a whole. GRS have been studied in the literature
from various aspects. [1] investigate strategies for
aggregating individual preferences, [2] focus on efficient
ways for group recommendations, and [3] leverage
different approaches when recommending items to
groups.
Group recommendations rely on a group profile,
which is based on an aggregation of individuals’
preferences. If such a profile is not updated or
revised, recommendations tend to fall into regions the
group members are familiar with, without experiencing
any sort of diversity.
This problem, known
as overspecialization, may impact GRSs negatively
since recommendations may become repetitive, thus
unattractive. Hence, it is important that a GRS exploit
different approaches to diversify recommendations with
the goal of improving the overall group satisfaction.
In industry, the music streaming service Spotify
www.spotify.com has added a playlist in its
recommendation called “Family Mix”, which combines
songs of members subscribed in the same Family plan.
No information about the diversity algorithm is exposed
though. In the literature, diversity in RS has been widely
investigated. [4] was the first work to formalize the idea
of diversity, [5] investigate diversity when evaluating
recommender systems, and [6] discuss the impact of
diversity algorithms in group recommendations.
This work focuses on tackling the overspecialization
problem using diversity for group recommendations.
This approach proposes the development of a group
recommendation model that applies a diversification
algorithm aiming at optimizing consensus among
members besides increasing plurality in the
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recommendations. The major goal therefore is to
increase the satisfaction of the group members by
decreasing the impact of overspecialization.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents related work. Section 3 provides important
background on the area, Section 4 depicts the
overall approach, Section 5 presents the experimental
evaluation and Section 6 concludes the paper and sets
forth the future works.

2.

Related Work

A Group Recommendation System (GRS) suggests
items to a group of people engaged in a group activity.
In the literature, group recommendation has been widely
studied from many perspectives such as aggregation
techniques [1, 5], group consensus [3] and polarization
[7]. Nevertheless, the adoption of diversity algorithms
in GRS is still an open field [6].
As to GRS, [1] provide a comprehensive overview
and meaningful definitions about several aggregation
techniques, including Least Misery, Most Pleasure and
Average Without Misery. [2] propose semantics that
account item relevance and group disagreements, but
also use three group formation approaches to binding
users together: first similar users, then dissimilar users,
and finally groups formed randomly. In our work, we
create groups randomly as detailed in Section 4.2. Also,
[7] analyze the existence of group polarization effects in
GRS and propose a way to counteract these effects. The
authors perform a user trial focusing on risk analysis.
Despite the importance of group polarization in group
decisions, this problem is not addressed in our work,
as we focus on modeling groups and diversification of
recommendations. [8] investigate a hybrid GRS that
combines content-based and collaborative strategies.
Similarly to our approach, the authors try to predict
ratings for creating a group profile, and then generate
recommendations using a content based approach. [9]
propose a method that predicts user ratings and uses
a graph aggregation strategy to bind those preferences
of the group members. Unlike our work, they discards
diversity as a mean to improve satisfaction among the
group members.
Diversity in Recommender System is discussed by
[5], which outlines important issues beyond-accuracy
in RS. In particular, they discuss the benefits
of diversification algorithms and present several
approaches about re-ranking lists.
Likewise, we
also opted for this approach however from a group
perspective. Diversity is a large concept, the authors
in [10] propose a method for diversifying Explanation
Style (ES) on recommendation and developed a

framework called DualDiv that can increase the
diversity of the items and the ES with no big
impact on accuracy. In addition, [11] proposes a
Community-Aware Diversification (CAD) approach that
is based in an intent-aware diversification method called
Subprofile-Aware Diversification (SPAD) [12]. The
authors of [11] conclude their proposal is equivalent or
even better than compared baseline methods. Finally,
authors of [6] also discuss the problem of diversity in
GRS, nevertheless it is unclear how their preference
matrix is constructed.

3.
3.1.

Background
Aggregation Techniques

In a GRS, aggregation techniques are consensus
functions capable of combining multiple preferences in
a single one, i.e. the group profile. The approaches of
aggregation are [3]:
• Merging of Recommendations Made for
Individuals.
In this approach, a list of
recommendations for each member is generated
individually, and then those lists are merged into
a single one.
• Aggregation of Ratings for Individuals. This
is the most common approach in the literature, it
assumes that for each candidate item, the system
can predict the rating of each member of the group
and aggregate those values applying aggregation
techniques.
• Construction of Group Preference Models.
This is the second most common approach, it is
not based on prediction but rather uses individual
preferences of the members to construct a group
model as a whole.
The proposed approach aggregates individual ratings
to reach a group profile. Inspired by [1], this approach
relies on three aggregation techniques: Least Misery
(LM), Most Pleasure (MP), and Average Without
Misery (AWM). Figure 1 depicts these techniques.
• Least Misery (LM). Given the members’ ratings
over each candidate item, this technique assumes
the least individual rating as the group rating for
that candidate item. The main idea is to avoid
misery for group members. For example, if the
items can be rated from 0.5 to 5, and the LM
indicates an item that scored 4, it means that the
member who gave the least score still is pleased.
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are on this list [4].
Pn
Similarity(x, y) =

Figure 1: Ensemble aggregation techniques individual’s
preferences.

• Most Pleasure (MP). The MP technique is the
opposite of LM. Given the members’ ratings over
each candidate item, this technique assumes the
highest individual rating as the group rating for
that candidate item. This technique tries to keep
an item that is highly relevant to a member of
the group. However, it is possible to recommend
an item that is badly scored by another member,
being unpleasant to the group as a whole.
• Average Without Misery (AWM). This
technique can be described as a combination
of two other techniques: Average and Least
Misery.
The Average technique consists in
calculating the mean of individuals ratings over
each candidate item and assume the mean as the
group rating for that candidate item. In this work,
the AWM was implemented as such: for each
candidate item , if there is an individual rating
equal or under the threshold, LM defines the
group rating for that candidate item. However,
if the individual ratings are over the threshold,
then Average defines the group rating for that
candidate item. Considering the dataset used in
this work, in which ratings vary from 0.5 to 5,
we define the threshold as 2 based on the Likert
Scale [13]. As 2 in this scenario is the value that
already indicates displeasure. Figure 1 illustrates
this scenario.
The Average and Least Misery techniques are
present in most works studied in the literature. Thus,
we implemented the AWM as the combination of both.
The LM technique is implemented aiming for a better
evaluation with other systems. The MP technique was
implemented to serve as contrast for the LM.

3.2.

Diversification Algorithms

Diversification can be defined on a list of items: a1 ,
a2 ,..., ak as a factor indicating how different pair items

i=1

wi · simi (xi , yi )
Pn
i=1 wi

(1)

The similarity between a pair of items is defined
in Equation 1, where n is the item features, w is the
weight of the feature, and sim(x, y) is the comparison
of feature i from items x and y. The similarity calculus
used in this work is the Cosine Similarity and we use the
title and genres as features from the items.
P
Diversity(R) =

x∈R

P

y∈R/{x}

dist(x, y)

|R| · (|R| − 1)

(2)

The diversity score is calculated accordingly with
the Equation 2 [4], where R is the list of items, x
e y represent items of the list, and dist(x, y) is the
distance function between those items, which also can
be expressed as 1 − Similarity(x, y).
In particular, this proposal evaluated two
diversification approaches from the literature: Bounded
Random Selection and Bounded Greedy Selection.
Figure 2 shows the outputs from these algorithms
given a list of recommendations. Additionally, we also
evaluated the diversification approach from the baseline
[6].

Figure 2: Ensemble diversification algorithms over
recommendations.
• Bounded Random Selection. On this algorithm,
there is a list L with the preferred items of the
user, a list of candidate items C and the final
list with diversified recommendation R. For each
item il in L, the algorithm searches for items in
C similar to il and adds those items in a new list
J, with a bounded length. Then, items are chosen
randomly in J and added in R.
• Bounded Greedy Selection. This algorithm
selects items in a greedy way, by picking the most
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diverse item on each turn and adding it on R.
However, it is crucial to define a function for the
picking. This greedy function needs to consider
both, similarity and diversity of the items. The
flow of this algorithm is similar to the Random,
however, instead of choosing randomly items
from J, the greedy function picks those items that
maximize diversity still considering similarity.
• Baseline Diversification Approach.
This
approach aims at maximizing item satisfaction
to group and minimizing the similarity between
recommendations. This function returns a list of
item IG of k items that maximize the objective
function [6]:
IG = arg max g(I),

Figure 3: Illustration of a group G with n=5 users.
a group G composed by 5 members, u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 , and
u5 , being recommended with the item i, that is the movie
Moulin Rouge.

(3)

I∈D

where D contains all items and g(I) is defined as:

g(I) = w

X

q(d)r(d)−

X

r(d)S(d, d0 )r(d0 ),

d,d0 ∈I

d∈I

(4)
where w is a positive parameter that defines the
trade-off between two terms, I is the list of
recommended items returned. The first term of
this function measures the weighted utility of
items in I. The second term introduces and
measures the similarity of items in I.

Diversif ying(x, R) = α · rel(x) + ...
... + (1 − α) ·

1 X
dist(x, y)
|R|

(5)

y∈R

In this work, the greedy function for weighting
diversity and similarity is expressed in Equation 5 [5],
where α is a variable to balance factors of the equation,
and rel(x) is the relevance function for item x, which
can be expressed based on similarity. This equation is
a representation of the greedy diversification studied in
[14], [15], and [5].

4.
4.1.

A Group Recommendation Model
Using Diversification Techniques
Notations and Proposal Flow

The proposed model recommends a movie i ∈ I to a
group G composed of n users u ∈ U . Figure 3 illustrates

Figure 4: Flow of proposed model defined in steps.
Figure 4 presents the recommendation flow. The
first step is related to obtaining information from the
dataset. On the next step, that information is cleaned
and prepossessed aiming to reduce noise and improve
similarity calculus between items. On Step 3, the group
is formed accordingly with a group formation model.
In a sequence, the aggregation technique is applied to
create the group profile. Then, the recommendations are
generated as illustrated in Step 4. Diversification occurs
in Step 5. Finally, Step 6 is responsible for evaluating
the group recommendations. In the following, the Steps
3, 4, and 5 are particularly discussed as follows.

4.2.

The Group Model

The concept of a group can be defined as a system of
recurrent social relations, or as a reunion of people who
share some characteristic, some idea, or some common
interest [16]. Therefore, a group can refer to some
friends going out to watch a movie. In any case, it is
possible to extract something that binds those people
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together. Thus, when recommending to groups, it is
crucial to define clear rules for group formation. We
divided the rules into two: group size and cohesion
between members.
• Group size. The size of the group can vary
drastically even in real life, from a couple having
lunch to a crowd of thousands in a football
stadium. With that in mind, we set the group size
to 5 inspired also by recurrent use in the literature
[8] and [6].
• Cohesion between members.
This aspect
focuses on the relationship between members.
Most of the datasets used in RS focuses on
modeling individuals’ preferences rather than the
relationship between those users. In this paper,
the group members are chosen randomly.
Once the group is created, the next step is to define
the group profile. In this phase, aggregation techniques
are applied to individual preferences. Nevertheless,
the group preferences matrix must be created, which
consists of items that are rated by at least one group
member. Figure 5 illustrates such a matrix.

Figure 5: Group profile generation flow using
aggregation techniques.
Figure 5 presents the group with 5 members u1 ,
u2 , u5 , u8 , and u9 , and those respective ratings over
profile items i1 to i(m) . The ratings range from 0.5
to 5 and the symbol ? indicates no rating. In order

to apply aggregation techniques at the matrix, we fill
the vacant spaces (?) of the group preferences matrix
with a prediction for u over i. To do that, we tested
different prediction algorithms: neighborhood-based
[17] i) KnnWithMeans, ii) Knn; and matrix factorization
based iii) Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [18].
We then selected the SVD as which performed best.
Figure 5 represents the dense group preferences
matrix filled in Matrix 2. Then, the last step on
the group profile creation is to apply the aggregation
techniques. Figure 5 illustrates some aggregation
techniques considered in our approach, such as, AWM,
LM, and MP. Then we have a representative value rG,i
for the group over the profile item i.

4.3.

Recommendation Model

Algorithm
1:
Algorithm
for
Group
Recommendation.
input: n as the number of groups;
size, where size = 5;
U sers as all dataset users;
sim as the similarity matrix of items.
1 while n > 0 do
2
G = random(Users, size)
3
pi, ci = splitDatasetItems(Items, G)
4
Gp = generateGroupProfile(pi, G)
5
bc = getMostSimilarItems(Gp, ci, sim)
6
for x ∈ bc do
7
for y ∈ Gp do
8
r = relevance(x, y)
9
R=R+r
10
end
11
end
12
dr = diversifyRecommendations(R)
13
n=n-1
14 end
Generally, datasets in RS comprise data from
individuals rather than groups of users. Moreover,
even if we generate a group, there is no reference
to what other groups have rated before in order to
compare group recommendations. Therefore, it is
impracticable to use the Collaborative Filtering (CF)
approach on recommendation to groups. For this
reason, we employed the Content Based (CB) approach
to generate the recommendations to the groups, as it
depends on the similarity between items. The CB
approach [19] focuses on recommending items similar
to previous items rated by the group. Thus, provided
the group profile, we recommend unknown items that
are similar to the better-rated items on the group profile.
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Algorithm 1 illustrates how the recommendations are
generated.
In Algorithm 1 pi and ci stands for profile items and
candidate items respectively. Gp is the group profile
and it is sorted by ratings, bc refers to best candidates
and stores the most similar candidate items from
profile items. The list R is for the recommendations
generated to the group, and dr is the final list with
the recommendations diversified. The recommendation
model developed in this proposal follows this flow:
1. Set candidate items. It is important to split
the items of the dataset between candidates and
profiles. As mentioned in Section 4.2, any item
that was rated by a group member is classified as
a profile item. In other words, the rest of the items
are unknown for the group as a whole, and those
are the candidate items to be recommended. This
step is defined in line 3 of the algorithm, where
pi are the profile items and ci are the candidate
items.
2. Sort group profile on a higher rating. Once
the group profile is settled, we know which items
the group enjoys the most. In this proposal, we
sort the profile item as a decreasing rG,i in order
to keep the preferred items at the beginning of the
list. This step is defined in line 4 of the algorithm.
3. Construct items similarity matrix. The next
step is to calculate the similarity between dataset
items. We reach a similarity matrix where the
lines and columns are the items, and the cell value
(x, y) stands for the similarity score for items x
and y. Particularly for the experiments we use
the Cosine Similarity function [20] as it performs
great with textual information. The experiment
for weighing the cosine similarity was essentially
based on the relevance of the returned items,
i.e. which movies are more similar to the group
profile. We performed several tests empirically
until achieving the best relevance. Then we
applied the following setting: 0.8 for title and
0.2 for genre. Algorithm 1 receives the similarity
matrix as input sim.
4. Setting relevance. At this stage on the model, we
already have the group score over profile items,
and we know which candidate items are more
similar to profile items bc. Therefore, it is crucial
to quantify how relevant a candidate item is to
a group. Thus, we elaborate the Equation 6 that
combines similarity values with group preference

to express the relevance of the item.

a · sim(x, y) + b ·
relevance(x, y) =

r(G,y)
max(r)

a+b
(6)

Equation 6 shows x as a candidate item from bc
and y as a preferred item from Gp for group G.
In the first factor of the equation, the similarity
between items, sim(x, y), is normalized, as well
as the second factor in Equation 6 rG,y . Then, the
relevance of x is the result of the weighted mean
of variables a and b over x and y similarity, and
how preferred y was rated by G, respectively. The
sum of variables a and b may never be less than 1.
This step is defined in line 8 of the algorithm.

4.4.

Diversifying Group Recommendations

After applying the group model and the
recommendation model, we have a list of candidate
items that are relevant for the group recs, however, how
diverse are those items? In other words, how similar the
top-k items are on this list? Considering k as 10, most
items tend to have similar aspects between each other.
Therefore, we diversify the top-k aiming to present as
relevant and diverse items as possible to the group.
Most of the diversification algorithms are based on
re-ranking items to improve diversity. In this model,
we implement two of those algorithms: the Greedy
Re-ranking Algorithm [5] and the Bounded Random
Selection [4]. Those approaches of diversification are
used in Algorithm 1 on line 12.
Figure 6 illustrates recommendations for group G,
using traditional recommendation techniques versus
diversified recommendations. Observing the traditional
recommendation, up to the top-5 items, movies belong
to the same genre, i.e. thriller, and a different genre
is only observed in the seventh item. In contrast,
some diversity is already observed in the top-3 list. It
is important to outline that both lists are formed by
the same items, being the second an output from a
diversification process.

5.

Experimental Evaluation

The experiments aim at evaluating the precision and
diversity of the proposed model in comparison with
state-of-the-art related works.
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Figure 6: Impact of diversification on top-k.

5.1.

Methodology

5.2.

In order to assess the performance of our approach,
we compared our model against the following existing
approaches:
1. Baseline
(BL):
Recommendation [6].

Diversifying

The dataset used in this work is MovieLens, which
contains 100,000 ratings over 9,000 movies evaluated by
600 users [21].
Table 1: Data sample used in the experiment.

Group

2. Standard (SD): Recommendation using only
traditional recommendation techniques without
diversification.
3. Greedy (GD): Diversifying using the Greedy
algorithm.
4. Random (RD): Diversifying using the Bounded
Random algorithm.
Besides comparing our approach against others, we
also conducted an empirical evaluation in order to
evaluate the quality of our group profile. Because
our proposal depends on a dense matrix, we evaluated
the best prediction method (see Section 4.2) before
performing the aggregation techniques. The SVD
method achieved the best predictions and was selected.
Provided that, we evaluated the recommendations in
terms of precision and diversity. For that, we analyze
the Precision@k and the Intra List Diversity (ILD)
metrics. In this experiment, the aggregation techniques
considered were Least Misery (LM), Most Pleasure
(MP), and Average Without Misery (AWM). We tested
the recommendations for five groups randomly created,
each containing five users. Grouping people randomly
is an approach used to avoid bias in group formation
[6]. Additionally, the amount of groups used was half
inspired by the literature [1, 2], which present tests on 3
- 7 groups initially, and half based on our own evidence,
which stabilize results testing 5 groups.

Dataset

MovieId Title

Genres

1
2
3

Adventure, Animation...
Adventure, Children...
Action, Crime

Toy Story
Jumanji
Heat

Some data processing is applied to remove the year
information from the title description. Such a noise
impacts negatively in the similarity calculation. The
movie titles are genuinely in the format “Lion King,
The (1994)”. Also, we parse genres classification to
fit in a list structure to ease data manipulation. Table
1 illustrates the pruned data used in the evaluation.

5.3.

Metrics

5.3.1. Intra List Diversity (ILD) is a metric that
compares how diverse items are in a list [22], and as
the output shows the diversity score, from 0 to 1, where
0 means there is no diversity and 1 that the list is
completely diverse. In other words, this metric evaluates
how dissimilar the items in a list are. The ILD is inverse
of the Intra List Similarity (ILS) metric [15], as in the
ILD the distance between items is considered rather than
similarity as in ILS. We implemented the ILD score in a
list of items R as shown in Equation 7.
P
ILD(R) =

i∈R

P

j∈R/{i}

2

Distance(i, j)

,

(7)
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where
Distance(i, j) = 1 − Similarity(i, j)

(8)

Equation 7 calculates the mean of all distances from
pairs (i,j) in list R, expect when i==j. The distance from
a pair (i,j) is defined in Equation 8 as the complement of
the similarity score for this pair.

5.3.2. Precision@K metric is the percentage of
relevant items recommended to the user at k level in the
recommended list [23], as shown in Equation 9.
P @k =

RIK
,
len(K)

(9)

Where k is the top of the list to evaluate, RIK stands
for Relevant Items in the list at K, and len(k) is the size
of the list at k. For example, in a set of k = 3, if we
have only 1 relevant item and it is in the first position,
then p@3 = 31 . This metric compares the output items
with a ground-truth. As groups are randomly generated,
we adapted from experiments with real users to evaluate
precision in the experiment. Inspired by [8], we set
the relevant recommendations as those with a higher
score than the global mean of evaluated movies. Also, it
is important to highlight that experiments on randomly
formed groups have not exceeded 0.4 precision score for
a group of 5, as seen in the literature [24].
We generate groups profile based on some
predictions, what leads to an uncertain in the
ground-truth for groups. As groups are synthetically
generated, we made an adaptation to evaluate precision
on the experiment. We define the condition that the
relevant recommendations are those with higher score
than the global mean of evaluated movies [8].

5.4.

Figure 8: RD approach.

Figure 9: SD approach.

RD (Bounded Random), and SD (Standard). The overall
best performance of aggregation techniques occurs in
the GD as seen in Figure 7. The AWM score steadily
increases over 0.5. Furthermore, the precision decreases
from 0.68 (p@3) to 0.4 (p@10) when the MP technique
is tested. The LM technique score increases, reaching
0.4. As to the RD approach, as seen in Figure 8, all
three technique scores perform under 0.4 at p@3, p@5,
and p@10. Figure 9 shows the SD approach with no
diversification. Both AWM and MP scores start well at
p@3 but then decline at p@10.

Results

Figure 7: GD approach.
First we present the precision scores of aggregation
techniques for the following approaches GD (Greedy),

Figure 10: ILD results calculated for different groups
and approaches.
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Given the results obtained from the three techniques,
we proceed to assess the diversity algorithms using the
AWM technique, as it achieved the best results. Figure
12 exposes the precision scores using AWM aggregated
by diversification approaches.
Figure 10 demonstrates the ILD scores obtained by
four approaches in five different groups. The black
line in the top of bars represents the standard deviation
error (std). For the groups G2, G3, and G4, the GD
approach performs better than BL even considering the
std. For G1, both BL and GD approaches achieve similar
results scoring 0.9694 and 0.9739 respectively. G5 is
the only group where BL performs better than GD. The
RD approach performs lower scores than the GD in all
groups. It is also noticeable that RD presents a much
higher std score than GD, achieving the top score of
8, 5% on std. The SD approach achieves the worst ILD
results from all approaches. This outcome is somehow
expected because this is the only approach that does not
implement diversity. Overall, the GD approach achieves
the closest result to the BL.

Figure 11: Precision at 10 calculated in different groups
and approaches.

Figure 12:
Precision
diversification approaches.

aggregated

by

at 10 (p@10). The BL approach performs better in the
three levels, however, it is equivalent to the SD approach
at p@3 reaching 0.58, and it performs equally to GD at
p@10 scoring 0.52. The GD approach remains constant
with a slight increase from p@5 score to p@10 score,
and it scored over 0.5 at all levels alongside BL. The SD
approach falls steadily over the levels, achieving 0.4 at
p@10. The RD approach achieves the worst results, it
peaks at p@5 scoring 0.31 and it remains at the bottom
of all levels evaluated.
As a result, we can observe that BL performs
slightly worse than the GD approach as to the precision
evaluation. On average, the GD approach performs
3.8% better than BL. Also, GD performs slightly better
than BL as to the diversity evaluation, with an advantage
of 1.8% on average. Even for a prediction approach, the
GD performs consistently in both precision and diversity
evaluation. In summary, the experimental evaluation
indicates that the proposal using the GD approach is
advised to be implemented alongside BL in a further
online experiment with real users.

6.
Figure 11 illustrates the Precision@10 scores
obtained by the four approaches in five different groups.
Analyzing the top-10 recommended items in each
approach, the BL approach performs better in three
groups: G1, G4, and G5, with a large advantage in G1
(approximately 20%). However, at G2, the GD approach
shows a large advantage on BL, achieving 28% in
advantage. The GD approach also performs better
in G3 with a 10% advantage over BL. Furthermore,
GD achieves the least std value among the tested
approaches, except by BL. The latter achieved peaks of
8%, being a consistent behaviour in comparison to the
other approaches.
Figure 12 presents a panorama of the four
diversification approaches on three levels of precision:
precision at 3 (p@3), precision at 5 (p@5), and precision

scores

Conclusion

This paper presents a group recommendation model
that suggest relevant items for groups based on a
group profile and using diversification algorithms. The
experiments using randomly formed groups evaluated
precision and diversity of the recommendations. The
results obtained with experiments indicate the best
approach to implement in a further experiment with real
users. As the GD approach performs slightly better
than the BL approach, at least these two approaches
will be presented in a further experiment. An important
highlight is that this proposal was built with open source
technologies and available at GitHub1 .
As to the future works, we plan to assess other
1 codebase:https://github.com/amandachagas/
GRSwithDiversity.git
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group formation strategies despite random selection,
such as grouping users by demographic information,
geographic position, or personal interests. Furthermore,
even though there is an increase of diversity in this
model, it is possible to evaluate implicit factors such
as fairness in genres distribution among items. Also,
including more descriptive features in the dataset, such
as synopsis or cast, can be subject to assessment.
Additionally, a sensitivity analysis regarding the group
size may present interesting outcomes as well as a more
extensive numerical study including a greater number of
groups. Moreover, applying the aggregation technique
dynamically according to the group characteristics may
enhance diversity as well. Finally, experiments with real
users will certainly lead to important insights that could
help improve the overall group recommendation model.
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